
I Eat Right Lesson Plan (IER 14) 

Whole Grains vs. Refined Grains 
Focus: 
Today review the “I Eat Right!” LifeStar Healthy Habit and teach the kids about the 
differences between whole grains and refined grains, along with the benefit grains have on 
our overall health.  

o [Younger and Older Kids] If kids seem rowdy do a quick physical activity followed by
a centering activity. Any mindfulness activity works. Ex: Wiggling or running in place
for 30 seconds followed by 5 deep breaths.

Check-in: Who remembers last week's healthy habit? How did you try to put that habit into 
practice? Was it hard or easy? How can you continue that habit? 

Remind the kids that our goal today is to learn about the different types of grains and how 
our body benefits from eating grains. We also want to be active today. 

1. Engage/hook/activate (5 – 10 minutes)
Teach: 

Does anyone know why our bodies need grains in our diet? 
o Grains give us the energy to learn in school, play with our friends, and perform

important body functions.
What do you think will happen if our body doesn’t get enough grains? 

o We might become tired, dizzy, dehydrated, or have a headache.
Did you know there are two different types of grains? 

o There are whole grains and refined grains.
Whole grains are important for our body, and they keep our hearts healthy. Whole 
grains contain all-natural nutrients and fiber which we need for our overall health! 
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o Does anyone know any examples of whole grains? 

§ Buckwheat, wild rice, quinoa, whole grain pasta, whole grain bread, 
brown rice, rye, etc.  

• Some people are gluten-free. This means they cannot eat gluten, 
which is in grains, because their body might get upset if they do. 
They can eat gluten-free options to get the energy their bodies 
need. Not everyone can eat the same things, so it’s important to 
focus on our plate and how we feel after eating certain foods.  

§ Whole grains are digested slower in our body which keeps us fuller for 
longer. When we are full, we can pay attention and stay alert during 
school.  

 The other type of grain is refined grain. Any guesses on what is a refined grain? 
o During the process of making refined grains, pieces and layers are taken away 

from the grain. These parts are the nutrients and fiber from the natural grain.  
 You might ask why would they want to remove these parts—any guesses? 

o This process happens to lengthen the time that the final food product can sit in 
the grocery store without going bad.  

 One important note is that some nutrients could be added back into the refined 
grains, but the fiber is not.  

 

[Younger Kids] 

• Has anyone heard of fiber before and can 
tell me what it is? 

o Fiber is a part of the whole grain. We 
can eat fiber because it is good for 
us, but our digestive system doesn’t 
digest it.  

o Instead, fiber stays undigestible to 
help move other food through our 
body system. If we didn’t eat fiber, 
our stomach would hurt, and we 
might feel like we have no energy. 

• This is why we need whole grains in our diet 
because it provides us lot of fiber! 

[Older Kids] 

• Has anyone heard of fiber before and can tell me 
what it is? 

o Fiber is a type of carbohydrate that cannot 
be digested in our body like other types of 
foods. Instead, fiber moves through your 
digestive system along with moving other 
food through your system as well. Without 
fiber, we may feel sick or uncomfortable. 

o Fiber also has many health benefits and 
can reduce the risks of heart disease and 
type 2 diabetes. 

• Many people do not consume enough fiber every 
day which is why we need to eat more whole 
grains which contain lots of fiber.  

 

[Younger Kids]: Ask “this or that” questions. 

• Would you rather have food with as many 
nutrients and fiber to make your body healthy 
and strong or another piece of food with some 
nutrients? 

• Explain the significance of the answers in terms 
of whole grains (former) vs refined grains (latter). 

[Older Kids]: Ask: What would be a pro and a 
con for removing certain parts of the grain? 

• Pro: Longer shelf life of the product. 
• Con: You won’t get the fiber you 

need in refined grains. 
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 What are some examples of refined grains? 
o Pop-tarts, chocolate chip cookies, white bread, white rice, etc. 

 Refined grains are digested quicker which makes us hungrier soon after eating them. 
We might not be able to focus if we are hungry.  

 How many whole grains do you think we should consume each day? Do we think 
whole grains should be 10% of our daily grain intake? 80%? 100%? 

o It is recommended that 50% of our daily grain intake should be whole grains. 
This means that out of our total grain intake for the day, half of those grains 
should be whole grains. 

 

 

2. Review (5 minutes): 
Ask the kids: 

 What is the difference between refined grains and whole grains?  
o If they are struggling to answer, remind them that whole grains have not 

been taken apart like refined grains. What do they take out during the 
process of refined grains? 

§ They take out the natural nutrients and fiber.  
o Refined grains are digested quicker which makes us hungrier soon after 

eating. They also don’t have any fiber in them which would help our 
digestive system.  

 Emphasize: Refined grains are not bad for our body. We just need to find a balance 
between eating refined grains along with eating nutritious whole grains.   

 

 

3. “I Am Active!” time (30 minutes) 
Tell the students the healthy goal of the day. 

 Goal of the Day: Give out 5 high-fives to our teammates/friends/classmates and 
encourage each other when we are active! 

 Choose an activity for the kids to play from the list in the Activity Section or pick an 
activity of your own. 

 Don’t forget to lead them in an “I Can Do It” cheer before starting. 
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4. Wrap-up (5 minutes) 
Gather the kids in a group. Ask: 

 Who can remind me of our goal?  
o Did we accomplish our goal? 
o Why did we accomplish our goal? 

 
 Then state the Healthy Habit of the Week. 

o Healthy Habit of the Week: I will limit foods that have added sugars.  
o Ask: How will you complete this goal? Let’s find a tiny habit you can work 

on!!  
§ Switch your fruit loops for breakfast for a whole grain, low sugar cereal.  
§ Instead of loading your waffles with chocolate chips and sugary syrup, a 

healthier choice would be a whole grain waffle with blueberries.  
§ What other tiny habits can you think of to help you eat more whole 

grains each day?  

Remind them that you talked about the difference between whole grains and refined 
grains and ask: 

 How much of our daily grain intake should be whole grains? 
o At least 50%, or half, of the grains we consume each day, should be whole 

grains. This is a minimum recommended percent; eating more than 50% is ok 
too! 

 Finish the lesson with a cheer: “I Am Active! I Eat Right! I Can Do It!” 
  

>> Healthy Habit of the Week: I will limit foods that have added sugars. 


